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 “And [Jacob] dreamed, and behold a ladder set up on the earth, and the 
top of it reached to heaven: and behold the angels of God ascending and 
descending on it…Surely the Lord is in this place; and I knew it 
not…this is none other but the house of God, and this is the gate of 
heaven.” 

  – Patriarch Jacob (Genesis 28:12, 16-17) 
 

“And they shall make Me a sanctuary and I will dwell in their midst 
according to all that I show you, the pattern of the Mishkan [tabernacle] 
and the pattern of all its vessels; and so shall you do.” 

  – Yahweh to Moses (Exodus 25:8-9) 
 

“Who shall ascend into the hill” 
“Concerning this house which you are building, if you walk in My 
statutes, and execute My ordinances, and keep all My commandments to 
walk in them; then will I establish My word with you, which I spoke to 
David your father. And I will dwell among the children of Israel, and 
will not forsake My people, Israel.” 

  – Yahweh to King Solomon (1 Kings 6:12-13) 
 

“And it shall be at the end of the days, that the mountain of the Lord's 
house shall be firmly established at the top of the mountains, and it shall 
be raised above the hills, and all the nations shall stream to it. And many 
peoples shall go, and they shall say, ‘Come, let us go up to the Lord's 
mount, to the house of the God of Jacob, and let Him teach us of His 
ways, and we will go in His paths,’ for out of Zion shall the Torah come 
forth, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem.” 

  – Prophecy of Isaiah (Isaiah 2:2-3) 
 

“And I John saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down from God 
out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.”  

– John the Revelator (Revelation 21:2) 
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“We prepared for Abraham the place of the House, saying: Ascribe no 
thing as partner unto Me, and purify My House for those who go round it 
and those who stand and those who bow and make prostration. And 
proclaim unto mankind the pilgrimage. They will come unto you on foot 
and on every lean camel; they will come from every deep ravine.”  

– Allah to Muhammad (Qur’an 22:26-27) 

 
“In the whole compass of the art of building, there is nothing in which 
we ought to employ more thought, care and diligence than in the laying 
out and adorning a Temple; because, not to mention that a Temple well 
built and handsomely adorned is the greatest and noblest ornament a city 
can have; it is moreover the habitation of the Gods.”  

– Leon Battista Alberti, The Ten Books of Architecture: The 

1755 Leoni Edition (New York: Dover, 1986), bk VII, ch III, p.136  
 

“More than ever before, the ethical and humane task of architecture and 
all art is to defend the authenticity and autonomy of human experience, 
and to reveal the existence of the transcendental realm, the domain of the 
sacred.”  

– Juhani Pallasmaa, "Existential Sacredness — Light, Silence 
and Spirituality in Architecture and Art," in Transcending Architecture: 

Contemporary Views on Sacred Space, ed. Julio Bermudez (Washington, 
DC: Catholic University of America Press, 2014), 32 

 
“Architecture is the built form of ideas, and church architecture is the 
built form of theology. And ideas contain either the fullness of Truth or 
some lesser amount. Beautiful architecture will contain more that is true 
about church architecture by revealing the ontological reality of church-
ness in its very stones, timbers, and windows. A beautiful church brings 
together the past, the present, and our heavenly future as the living stones 
of the heavenly Jerusalem.”  

– Denis R. McNamara, Catholic Church Architecture and the 

Spirit of the Liturgy (Chicago: Hillenbrand Books, 2009), 22 

 

“The meanings behind the structure of a sacred building, as well as the 
rituals that take place within it, can be explained through myth. If the 
order of the temple mirrors the order of the cosmos, it is through myth 
that we learn how this is so.”  

– Caroline Humphrey and Piers Vitebsky, Sacred 

Architecture (New York: Barnes & Noble Books, 2005), 32 
 

“The path in sacred architecture is typically a sequence of gateways and 
spaces, and leads to a center or destination. The entry, path, and 
sanctuary of sacred architecture often symbolize the spiritual path and its 
goal, a dynamic experience where symbolic themes are expressed three-
dimensionally and experienced visually, haptically, and emotionally.”  

–Thomas Barrie, The Sacred in-Between: The Mediating Roles 

of Architecture (New York: Routledge, 2010), 107 
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TOPIC OVERVIEW 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

SPACE AS SACRED   
The global history of architecture is filled with symbolic monuments that 
have influenced the world’s cultural identity in the spheres of politics, 
sociology, or religion. A vast majority of these monuments have become 
meaningful to cultures and civilizations to the point of being called 
sacred. What then makes a place, space, monument, or building 
meaningful and sacred?  The architectural historian, Spiro Kostof, offers 
this answer: “Public architecture at best aspires to be just this: a setting 
for the ritual that makes of each user, for a brief moment, a larger person 
than he or she is in daily life, filling each one with the pride of 
belonging.”1 In other words, space ceases to be profane when it rises 
above mere functionality. “At its highest,” writes Julio Bermudez, 
“architecture has the ability to turn geometric proportions into shivers, 
stone into tears, rituals into insight, light into joy, space into 
contemplation, and time into heightened presence (or absence).”2 A 
space becomes sacred when it transcends, reveals, and engenders 
transformative experiences. “It is in sacred architecture,” explains 
Thomas Barrie, “that the sensory is joined with the symbolic and brought 
to life through ritual.”3 Therefore, sacred architecture is arguably a form 
of ritual space where the divine and human touch, and it has become one 
of the most powerful influences in shaping societies and civilizations 
than any other building type.  

 

RESTORING THE SACRED  

The need to protect the sacred through barriers, thresholds, veils, walls, 
and screens has commonly been used throughout history. When zones of 
holiness have been penetrated and profaned there is an obvious need for 
repair, purification, restoration, sanctification, and propitiation. Although 
sacred architecture has played an important role in world history, the 
industrial and social revolutions following the enlightenment in the 19th 
and 20th centuries have led to a decreased interest in the area of 
spirituality. Similarly, the modernist movement embraced technology 
and social critique as their primary areas of focus instead of faith based 
topics. One scholar named Suha Özkan agrees: “Modernity, being 
implicitly secular, does not encourage in our societies the exploration of 
the relationship of faith to other phenomena, such as buildings, and 
Architecture.”4 Likewise, James Faulconer claims that “the triumph of 
secularism in the modern world has meant the loss of religious 
meaning.”5 Mircea Eliade, a world renowned historian of religion, calls 

                                                 
1 Spiro Kostof and Greg Castillo, A History of Architecture: Settings and Rituals, 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 41. 
2 Julio Bermudez, Transcending Architecture: Contemporary Views on Sacred Space, (Washington, DC: Catholic University of America 
Press, 2015), 3-18. 
3 Thomas Barrie, The Sacred in-Between: The Mediating Roles of Architecture (New York: Routledge, 2010), 20. 
4 “Faith, Culture and Architecture,” In Faith and the Built Environment: Architecture and Behaviour in Islamic Cultures. Edited by Suha 
Özkan. Vol. 11, Architecture and Comportement / Architecture and Behaviour. Switzerland: Comportement, 1996.  
5 Donald W. Musser and David L. Paulsen, eds., Mormonism in Dialogue with Contemporary Christian Theologies (Macon, GA: Mercer 
University Press,1999), 423. 
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this the “new ‘fall’ of man” because mankind has “forgotten” about his 
origin and how religion has shaped his present world.6 As a result, sacred 
architecture has taken a back seat when it comes to the development of 
the built environment. 

It is with the death of modernism—coined with the demolition of Pruitt-
Igoe in 1976 and the birth of postmodernism—that architects began the 
slow process of shifting their focus from the structural and functional to 
the poetic and symbolic.7 The renowned architectural historian, Heinrich 
Klotz, notes this shift in his book The History of Postmodern 

Architecture: “The very fact that we speak again of the meaning of 
architecture is the most decisive change in the architectural debate since 
1945.”8 In a similar manner, the theologian Langdon Gilkey “perceived 
the need to establish the meaningfulness of theological discourse” 
because of the excessive secularism of the day. He consequently 
proposed a “phenomenological hermeneutic of secular experience” in 
order to bring back the meaning of religious symbols.9   

PROTECTING THE SACRED  

With recent government attempts to block the right of assembly and free 
exercise of religion during the Covid-19 pandemic, religious institutions 
and their sacred architecture is once again in the crosshairs. “A church, 
synagogue, or mosque, regardless of its size, may not admit more than 50 
persons,” states a mandate in Nevada, “but casinos and certain other 
favored facilities may admit 50% of their maximum occupancy— and in 
the case of gigantic Las Vegas casinos, this means that thousands of 
patrons are allowed.”10 As a result, claims of discrimination have been 
voiced.  

It would be one thing if the profane, secular experience of gambling was 
purposefully chosen by the people over the sacred, religious experience 
of worship. The 2020 U.S. Supreme Court’s rejection of the Nevada 
church’s request to block enforcement of state restrictions on attendance 
at religious services, however, sends another message. Religious freedom 
and the ability to worship in sacred space are under attack. “Within the 
sacred precincts the profane world is transcended,” argues Mircea Eliade, 
but what happens when access to the sacred is completely banned, 
barricaded, forbidden, and against the law? This has led some church 
congregations to hold services in stores such as Wal-Mart. 

It is such a time as today that the memory of sacred space is becoming a 
new symbol embodying religious freedom, the promise of liberation 
from oppressive governmental control, and ultimately the promise of 
transcendence from a profane world. It is this shift in both architecture 
and theology that provides a foundation for the study of sacred 
architecture and its production of ritual architectural experience and 
events. Sacred architecture has, therefore, become a topic that is 

                                                 
6 Mircea Eliade, "The Yearning for Paradise in Primitive Tradition," Daedalus 88, no. 2 (1959): 212-13.  
7 Suha Özkan, “Faith, Culture and Architecture,” In Faith and the Built Environment: Architecture and Behaviour in Islamic Cultures, 6-7. 
8 Klotz, The History of Postmodern Architecture, 3.  
9 The Theology of Langdon B. Gilkey: Systematic and Critical Studies, ed. Kyle A. Pasewark, Jeff B. Pool (Macon, GA: Mercer University 
Press, 1999), 97. See Langdon Gilkey, Naming the Whirlwind: The Renewal of God-Language (New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1969), 454-59. 
10 Calvary Chapel Dayton Valley v. Steve Sisolak, Governor of Nevada, et al., 591 U.S. 1 (2020) 
https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/19pdf/19a1070_08l1.pdf 
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“integrative (interdisciplinary), diverse (ecumenical), cutting edge (at the 
forefront of research), rigorous, and open,” according to the international 
Forum on Architecture, Culture, and Spirituality.11 The study of sacred 
architecture will provide opportunities for improving the ritual 
architectural design process and the choreographing of ritual 
architectural events and experience. 

 

RITUAL-ARCHITECTURAL EXPERIENCE  

Philosophers, social scientists, religious specialists, and scholars all 
recognize the power behind successful architecture and its ability to 
engender various sorts of “transformative” experience.12  Therefore, 
“experience” can be viewed as one of the objectives or “mechanisms of 
architecture” which ultimately become the “mechanism of human 
understanding.”13 However, comparative historian of religion Lindsay 
Jones asks, “Just how—and how profoundly—are people changed by 
their dealings with architectural forms?”14 The change that occurs in 
human understanding from architectural encounters can range from 
“metaphysical, sociopolitical, psychological, religious, or pedagogical.”15  

Can a person somehow choreograph an extraordinary experience in 
architecture? Some scholars seem to believe that this is a possibility. 
Scientific evidence continues to come forth reinforcing these claims. 
According to Lindsay Jones, a transformative ritual-architectural event 
occurs when built forms, ritual occasions, and human participants are 
combined in just the right way. Some describe these ritual-architectural 
events as numinous, ineffable, and immeasurable. Designers become 
spatial choreographers, religious specialists serve as ritual 
choreographers, and participants become actors and audiences. Anyone 
approaching the design of sacred spaces should keep this in mind. 

                                                 
11 See Tom Barrie et al., "Architecture, Culture & Spirituality: Creating a Forum for Scholarship and Discussion of Spirituality and 
Meaning in the Built Environment,"(2007), accessed Nov. 8, 2010, <http://www.acsforum.org/ACS_proposal.pdf>. 
12 Jones, The Hermeneutics of Sacred Architecture, 1:94-99.  
13 Ibid., 1:103.  
14 Ibid., 1:95. 
15 Ibid., 1:99. 
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DESIGN CHALLENGE The design challenge for the semester is to create a sacred structure for 
one of the Abrahamic religions (Judaism, Christianity, Islam). This will 
require each designer to familiarize themselves with not only the unique 
client-user needs for the faith tradition they select, but they must also 
come to understand the religion’s major tenets, doctrines, rituals, 
ceremonies, values, beliefs, ideals, building typologies, and architectural 
history. This information will need to be weighed against pragmatic 
issues dealing with context and site planning as well as the challenges 
that arise when collaborating with interdisciplinary consultants.  

  

 Part of the ritual-architectural design process, therefore, is negotiating 
between the ever shifting priorities of an idealistic vision of religious 
experience and the ever present realities of budgets, site constraints, 
building codes, and strengths of materials. As designers begin their own 
pilgrimage they should periodically ask themselves the following 
questions along their journey: 

 
• What is the overarching purpose(s) of sacred art and 

architecture? 
• What is the role of the architect or artist in producing such sacred 

objects of devotion or places of worship? 
• What landscape features or areas of a city constitute an ideal site 

for such a sacred structure for the faith tradition? 
• Does the direction a building face matter for this religion? What 

celestial alignments, if any, should be considered? 
• What message does the ritual order of spaces (i.e., spatial 

sequence) convey to pilgrims? 
• How do the ritual requirements affect the spatial sequence of 

different parties (clergy vs. laity)? 
• Do the clerical (back of house) program spaces require 

separation from the laity (front of house)? 
• How can sacred architecture become the built expression of 

theology?  
• What sacred persons, places, or events should be commemorated 

in the architectural design (e.g., stations of the cross, Jesus, 
Mary, creation, fall, paradise, Jerusalem, Mecca)? 

• What design principles convey beauty in sacred art and 
architecture? Are they similar or different to the classical 
tradition? 

• What is the role of archetypes, sacred geometry, symbols, 
proportion, and ornament for this religion?  

• How do architectural elements, ornament, art glass, and religious 
art enrich the ritual-architectural experience? 

• Does the realm of the dead need to be accommodated in the 
design (i.e., cemeteries, columbarium, crypt)? 

• Should the architectural experience be treated as an event where 
the building takes the front stage as an object of devotion and 
contemplation?  

• Or, should the architecture provide a more subtle (even silent) 
theatrical backdrop where ritual and its attendants are the 
primary focus? 
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• How can the language of classical architecture provide a method 
to convey truth (or at least reveal the ontology of the sacred art 
of building)? 

 
PROGRAM The architectural program for the Abrahamic Sacred Architecture project 

will vary based on the religious tradition that is selected by each student. 
There are obvious differences between Jewish and Muslim sacred spaces. 
There are also subtle differences between different Christian 
denominations such as Catholics and Presbyterians or Latter-day Saints 
and Methodists. Examples of sample programs for each religious 
tradition are outlined below, but each student will need to research and 
provide specific program spaces needed to accommodate the ritual 
requirements of their religious tradition of choice. As a general rule, each 
student will need to program their building to accommodate a minimum 
of 300 people. The size of the building will roughly be between 20,000 
to 40,000 square feet. 

               
 

JEWISH (Synagogue, Temple) 

 

Worship Area 

• Sanctuary (bema, ark, lectern) 
• Chapel (prayer hall) 
• Choir 
• Minyan Chapel 
 

Social / Educational Areas  

• Multipurpose area 
• Social Hall with Stage 
• Kitchen 
• Classrooms 
 

Administration  

• Administration office  
• General office  
• Rabbi’s Study 

• Library 
• Men’s Club and Women’s Club Offices 
 

Miscellaneous / Public Spaces  

• Main lobby  
• Bride’s Room 
• Women’s restroom  
• Men’s restroom  
 

Support  

• AV Room 
• Electrical Room 
• Mechanical Room  
• Storage 
• Janitor closet 

 
               
 

CHRISTIAN (Parish, Church, Cathedral, Meetinghouse, Temple) 

 

Worship Area 

• Chancel/Apse (altar(s), pulpit, lectern, 
tabernacle) 

• Nave 
• Choir & Organ 
• Baptistery 
• Sacristy 
• Minister’s Study 
• Narthex 
• Bell Tower, Steeple, etc 
 

 

Social / Educational Areas  

• Lobby 
• Multipurpose area 
• Social Hall with Stage 
• Kitchen 
• Classrooms 
 
Administration  

• Administration office  
• General office  
• Minister/Bishop/Pastor Office 
• Library 
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Miscellaneous / Public Spaces  

• Main lobby  
• Bride’s Room 
• Women’s restroom  
• Men’s restroom  
 

Support  

• AV Room 
• Electrical Room 
• Mechanical Room  
• Storage 
• Janitor closet 

               
 

ISLAM (Mosque) 

 

Worship Area 

• Mihrab/Apse (prayer niche/direction of prayer)  
• Masjid (Male Prayer hall w/mats) 
• Masjid (Female Prayer hall or mezzanine 

w/mats) 
• Minbar (raised pulpit) 
• Dikka (raised tribune for reading Quran/leading 

prayer) 
• Sermon podium 
• Minaret (tower) 
 

Social / Educational Areas  

• Lobby 
• Courtyard 
• Kitchen 
• Classrooms  
• Library 
• Study area 
 
 

Administration  

• Administration office  
• Imam Room/Office 
• Living quarters for Imam 
• Mortuary / Ritual Bath? 
 
Miscellaneous / Public Spaces  

• Main lobby  
• Women’s restroom (w/ablution space and 

coat/shoe area) 
• Men’s restroom (w/ablution space and coat/shoe 

area) 
 
Support  

• AV Room 
• Electrical Room 
• Mechanical Room  
• Janitor 
• Storage 

               
 

SITE  

After selecting an Abrahamic religious tradition and its respective 
building typology to design, each student will need to choose between 
two possible sites for their project. The first site is located in the 
northeast corner of Heber and the other site is on the west side of 
Midway. Both sites in Utah are located in the fast growing Wasatch 
county. In fact, “Heber City, Wasatch County’s county seat, is the fastest 
growing micropolitan area in the United States according to the U.S. 
Census Bureau 2018 report. Concurrently Wasatch County is the third 
fastest growing county in the country. Both have experienced a 5 percent 
growth since 2017.”16 Such a fast growing community will need new 
religious structures. It is up to the designer to select the site that best suits 
the needs and ritual-architectural priorities of their client.   
 
 
 

                                                 
16 Kenny Anderson, “Wasatch County Boom: What the Future Holds for Heber City,” Utah Business Magazine (April 1, 2019) 
https://www.utahbusiness.com/wasatch-county-
boom/#:~:text=Heber%20City%2C%20Wasatch%20County's%20county,5%20percent%20growth%20since%202017. 
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SITE A 

1200 East 1950 North, Heber, UT 84032 
+/- 18.5 acres 

 

   
 
SITE B 

425 Homestead Dr, Midway, UT 84049 
+/- 6.3 acres 

 

   
 

ASSESSMENT The weight of each part of the project and its respective assignments will 
be broken down as follows:  

 PROJECT: Abrahamic Sacred Architecture 

 Pre-Design        10% 

  Religion Analysis (History / Tradition / Ritual / Space) 25 pts 
  Precedent Analysis (Morphology / Typology)  25 pts 
  Programming Analysis (Client / User Needs)  25 pts 
  Site Analysis (Environment / Context / Codes / Model) 25 pts 
 Esquisse / Schematic Design Phase (Interim Review)  20% 

  Overall Design      150 pts 
  Site Planning: Civil     50 pts 
 Design Development (Final Review)    40% 

  Overall Design      200 pts 
  Building Systems: Structural, Lighting   100 pts   
  Interior Design      50 pts 
  Motifs / Ornament: Art Glass    50 pts 
 Synthesis and Evaluation Phase    10% 

  Project Ritual-Architectural Priority Matrix  60 pts 
  Cost Estimating     20 pts 
  Self Reflection / SWOT Analysis   20 pts 


